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Trying to find the best bootstrap admin templates available on GitHub? Then here is the collection of the best Bootstrap Admin Template GitHub 2022. This collection also consists bootstrap 5 admin template from GitHub. In case you are still using bootstrap 4 then here you will find the bootstrap 4 admin template from GitHub. Before we start the list
let’s get to know about Bootstrap in short. Bootstrap Admin Template GitHub Github is a prominent platform for software developers. GitHub is a web-based platform for version control using git. It is also where users can collaborate on or adopt open-source projects, fork code, share ideas, and more. Well, as we all know Bootstrap is the most famous
open-source framework for developing HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Bootstrap offers many helpful features so that you don’t need to begin from scratch. It is lightweight and highly customizable. These are the main reasons behind the popularity of bootstrap admin templates. Using bootstrap admin templates can be beneficial in a variety of ways. You
will save a lot of time by using the bootstrap admin dashboard because you will no longer have to seek the components you require. The templates include a plethora of ready-to-use components and functionality for creating responsive and stunning web apps. So, when it comes to the Bootstrap admin templates, we can guarantee its amazing work
experience and responsiveness. That’s why the bootstrap admin templates are in great demand and GitHub has plenty of them. Although it is hard to find suitable Bootstrap Admin Templates if there are too many options..!! Right? So we decided to gather up some of the best free Bootstrap Admin Templates on Github to save your time. This collection
will surely help you to choose the right free bootstrap admin template for your project. Now, here we have updated the top list of Bootstrap Admin Template Github 2022: Bootstrap 5 Admin Template GitHub Sneat Free Bootstrap 5 HTML Admin Template (The Best Bootstrap 5 Admin Template GitHub) Sneat Free Bootstrap 5 HTML Admin Template –
is the latest free bootstrap 5 HTML Admin Template. It is the most developer-friendly
& highly customizable Bootstrap Admin Template Opensource. Besides, the highest industry standards are considered to bring you the best bootstrap admin template that is not just fast and easy to use, but highly scalable. In addition, incredibly versatile, the
Sneat bootstrap admin template open source is very suitable for your project. It also allows you to build any type of web application. For instance, you can create: SaaS platforms Project management apps Ecommerce backends CRM systems Analytics apps Banking apps Education apps Fitness apps & many more…. Furthermore, you can use this one
of the best innovative Bootstrap admin templates to create eye-catching, high-quality, and high-performing Web Applications. Besides, your apps will be completely responsive, ensuring they’ll look stunning and function flawlessly on desktops, tablets, and mobile devices. Features: Based on Bootstrap 5 Vertical layout Dashboard 1 Chart library SASS
Powered Authentication Pages Fully Responsive Layout Organized Folder Structure Clean & Commented Code Well Documented Also, available in laravel Version. Chameleon Free Bootstrap Admin Template Chameleon Admin Lite is a Free Modern Bootstrap 4 WebApp & Admin Dashboard Html Template with elegant design, clean and organized
code. Besides, this free bootstrap admin template can be used for any type of web application: Project Management, eCommerce backends, Analytics, CRM, Fitness, or any custom admin panels. It comes with 2 niche dashboards. volt bootstrap 5 dashboard Volt is a free and open-source Bootstrap 5 Admin Dashboard featuring over 100 components,
11 example pages, and 3 customized plugins. Besides, Volt does not require jQuery as a dependency meaning that every library and script is jQuery-free. Furthermore, this product is built using the following widely used technologies: Most popular CSS Framework Bootstrap Productive workflow tool Gulp Awesome CSS preprocessor Sass Adminkit
bootstrap 5 admin template Free Adminkit is a professional Admin & Dashboard template based on Bootstrap 5. Besides, it comes with hundreds of UI components, forms, tables, charts, pages, and icons. Besides, the admin kit does not require jQuery and neither does one of the 3rd party libraries AdminKit is using. Built on top of the latest version of
Bootstrap 5 and HTML5, which means – robust, responsive, and easy to customize. Features: 12 Demo Pages 1 Plugin 1 Color Scheme Source Files mazer Free Bootstrap 5 admin template Mazer is a free Bootstrap 5 Admin Dashboard Template and Landing Page. start bootstrap sb admin SB Admin is a free, open-source, MIT licensed Bootstrap 5
admin template Github. Besides, this template also uses the default Bootstrap 5 styles along with a variety of plugins. Furthermore, it is useful to create admin panels, web apps, or dashboard UI’s for your next project. Features: SCSS based theme with built-in scripts for compiling Pug and CSS A flexbox based layout with fixed and static navigation
options Toggleable sidebar menu with intuitive toggled states Custom panel styling Interactive charts by Chart.js plugin Interactive tables by data tables plugin Login, Registration, Forgot Password, 404, and Blank starter HTML pages Adminator HTML5 Admin Template Adminator is a responsive free bootstrap 5 admin template. It provides you with
a collection of ready-to-use code snippets and utilities, custom pages, a collection of applications, and some useful widgets. Purple Admin- Dashboard Template Purple Admin is a responsive free bootstrap 5 admin template GitHub. The template has a colorful, attractive yet simple, and elegant design. The template is well crafted, with all the
components neatly and carefully designed and arranged within the template. Star Admin Vue Admin Template (Free) Star Admin Vue Admin Template is a free admin template based on Bootstrap 4 and Vue.js. The template is built using the framework Bootstrap-Vue. Star Admin Free bootstrap Vue Admin Template is a completely responsive and
mobile-first admin template that provides a great foundation for your Bootstrap + Vue.js project. Furthermore, this vue bootstrap 4 admin template is highly customizable. This remarkably flexible and highly customizable bootstrap 4 vue admin template helps you create an amazing UI for your admin panel. You can also check the Vuetify Admin
Template on GitHub in case you are specifically working on the Vuetify project. CoreUI – Free Admin Template CoreUI is the only bootstrap admin template open source for creating amazing user interfaces. This Open Source Bootstrap Admin Dashboard Template is based on an enterprise-grade and hand-crafted UI Components Library produced and
supported by professionals. Besides, it enables you to create dependable web apps more quickly than ever before. Xtreme – Admin Template Xtreme Admin Lite is a carefully handcrafted beautiful bootstrap 5 open source admin template. It’s built with a modular and modern design. Xtreme Admin Lite is completely free to download and use for your
personal projects. Furthermore, it is responsive and customizable. mdbootstrap 5 admin template MDB bootstrap admin template is a responsive admin dashboard built with the latest Bootstrap 5. Control panel theme ideal for admin pages, analytics & configuration panels. Features: Built with the free MDB5 UI Kit Super simple, 1-minute
implementation Plain javascript (but works also with jQuery) Use in your design and create amazing things MIT license – free for personal & commercial use ArchitectUI Free Vue Admin Dashboard (Free) Equipped with premade pages and elements, ArchitectUI is an outstanding, VueJS admin template GitHub built using Vue/CLI and Bootstrap 4. It
contains 9 beautiful dashboards, 15 Vue widgets, and 200+ components that are ever ready to boost the web app’s performance. With ArchitectUI, setting up the layout of your dashboard has never been this amazing. Thanks to the multiple layouts it offers, now you can choose the one you most prefer. This template is also fully responsive which
means it works on any screen size with similar quality of design. It also comes with 10 predefined color schemes that you can choose from. SRTdash is a full-featured, multipurpose, free bootstrap 4 admin template GitHub built with Bootstrap Framework, HTML5, CSS, and JQuery. It is a fully responsive bootstrap admin template/bootstrap admin
dashboard template that comes with a huge collection of reusable UI components & plugins. We believe we have covered everything you need to set up All kinds of websites. If there is something that you would like to know when we are happy to help you out. Stisla Free Bootstrap Admin Template Stisla is a Free Bootstrap 4 Admin Template that will
help you to speed up your project and design your own dashboard UI. It comes with many features that users will surely love. It is a good choice for your project as it has a simple yet eye-catching design. Sufee – Admin Dashboard Template Sufee is a responsive free bootstrap 4 admin template Github. It provides you with a collection of ready-to-use
code snippets and utilities, custom pages, a collection of applications, and some useful widgets. Gentelella Gentelella Admin is a free-to-use free bootstrap admin template on Github. This template uses the default Bootstrap 4 styles along with a variety of powerful jQuery plugins and tools to create a powerful framework for creating admin panels or
back-end dashboards. The theme uses several libraries for charts, calendar, form validation, wizard-style interface, off-canvas navigation menu, text forms, date range, upload area, form autocomplete, range slider, progress bars, notifications, and much more. ElaAdmin Bootstrap 4 Admin Template ElaAdmin is a responsive free bootstrap admin
template Github. It provides you with a collection of ready-to-use code snippets and utilities, custom pages, loads of charts, dashboard variations, a collection of applications, and some useful widgets. Besides, it is one of the simple yet elegant templates. Furthermore, it comes with useful features. AdminLTE 2 AdminLTE — is a fully responsive
bootstrap simple admin template free GitHub. Based on the Bootstrap 4.4 framework. AdminLTE is a fully responsive administration template. Furthermore, it is highly customizable and easy to use. In addition, it fits many screen resolutions from small mobile devices to large desktops. MDB Material Design Bootstrap Template The biggest opensource collection of stunning, free templates built with Bootstrap 4 and Material Design. Besides, you can create any kind of web apps like E-commerce, Landing Page, Blog, and many more. Furthermore, it has MIT License. This means it is free for personal and commercial use. In addition, it is fully responsive and cross-browser compatible. ZK Admin
Template Project ZK Admin is a responsive free bootstrap admin template GitHub built with Bootstrap 4.6.0. Also, the template has a simple yet attractive and elegant design. Besides, the template is well crafted, with all the required components neatly and carefully. Target – Bootstrap Admin Template Target template is a clean and minimal
Bootstrap 4 and HTML5-based admin template. This template is mobile-friendly and optimized to be used for any device like mobile, tabs, or desktop. Besides, this template is powered by javascript and jQuery with amazing charts and graphs and also a bundle of widgets that can be used in the development. Furthermore, The track is one of the best
Material design admin templates of Webthemez template because of its elegant design, nice functionality, and well use of the Material design framework. Conclusion: So, here is the list of top bootstrap simple admin template Github. After going through deep research and covering primary requirements, we have collected the best free bootstrap
admin templates available on Github. Well, by going through this collection of bootstrap admin templates on GitHub, you will surely find suitable bootstrap admin templates. These elegant templates offer useful features and components like awesome fonts, image sliders, beautiful color schemes, eye-catching design, enhanced technology, and many
more. Besides, free bootstrap admin templates are not any less than premium bootstrap admin templates. For instance, check the Sneat Free Bootstrap 5 Admin Template. You’ll find it super cool and amazing as despite being the free admin template it offers useful features that can be helpful for your project. Also, they are easy to customize. You can
also use these templates for various industries like creative agency, portfolio, healthcare, technology, Blogging, photography, and corporate business. We hope you find this collection helpful. Do let us know if we have missed any. Also, don’t forget to share.
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